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NOTE BY THE EDITOR.

There is no printed report of the decisions of the first court of ap-

peals, and of those which have been omitted by reporters from

that period to the death of Mr. Pendleton, although such a work

is obviously wanted; and it is to supply that defect, that the present

volume is published: which consists of two parts : the first includes

all the important cases determined from the commencement of the

first court, to its final dissolution in the year 1789 ; the second

contains the unreported cases in the new court of appeals, from

that period to the death of judge Pendleton in 1803, besides two

cases in the general court, and court of admiralty.
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1800. AIAYO V. BENTLEY.
October.

If judgment be obtained, at the rules in the clerk's office, against the ad-

ministrator; and he, at the next quarterly court, instruct his attorney

to set it aside, and plead payment, with intent to plead fully adminis-

tered afterwards; and the attorney directs the clerk to set aside the

judgment, and enter the plea; but he omits it, a court of equity will

direct the pleas to be received; the verdict upon the issues to be certi-

fied to that court; and, on receipt of the certificate, will proceed to a

final decree upon it.

An administrator, who has not notice of a specialty debt, may pay, or con-

fess judgment to, a simple contract creditor.

Quwae, Whether a very quick confession, of judgment to a simple contract

debt, be not fraudulent upon bond creditors ? The judges were equally

divided upon it.

An administrator must take notice, at his peril, of judgments against the

intestate.

If there be two bonds, one payable at the death of the intestate, and the

other not: The administrator may delay the creditor in the first with

dilatory pleas until the second becomes payable; and then confess judg-

ment upon the latter pending the prior suit upon the first, and plead it

in bar of the first action. For among creditors of equal dignity, the

administrator may prefer either; and the second bond was debitum in

presenti, though payable at a future day.

William Bentley, as administrator of William Ronald,

filed a bill, in the high court of chancery, against JMayo

and others, stating, that, having been sued by Mayo, in the

county court of Powhatan, upon a bond, he instructed his

attorney to set aside the office judgment and plead pay-

ment, intending to add a plea of fully administered after-

wards. That his attorney directed the clerk to set aside

the judgment, and enter the plea ; but, from design, or in-

attention, it was omitted. That he is advised that the judg-

ment amounts to an admission of assets, although all the

effects would be consumed, in payment of prior judgments:

and therefore the bill prays for an injunction ; that the plain-

tiff may be allowed to plead to the suit at law; and for general

relief.
The answer of llayo insists, that the judgment was fairly

obtained, and denies fraud.
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A witness saw the attorney, at the clerk's table, setting 1800.
aside office judgments against the plaintiff; and that he said October.

he meant to set all of them aside. Mayo
A copy of an order of the county court overruling, in Bentley.

August 1793, a motion, by Bentley, to set aside the office
judgment of M)layo, which stood confirmed, under the act
of assembly, after the preceding quarterly court in AIay,
states that it appeared, by viva voce testimony, "that the
defendant's attorney did direct the clerk to enter pleas, &c."

The high court of chancery ordered that the plaintiff's
pleas should be received, and tried in the county court, and
the verdict certified to the court of chancery.

In consequence of this order, besides general pleas of pay-
ment, and fully administered, he pleaded sundry judgments
against the intestate in his lifetime ; and several against the
administrator, to Wit, two, in the county court of Henrico
on the 4th of Mlarch, 1793, one of which was upon a bond,
and the other was confessed to ./ndrew Ronald upon an
open account, when the plea averred the administrator had
not notice of JMayo's debt, five, upon the 16th of Nlay,
1793, in the county court of Powhatan, one of them in
favour of Ross 8f Co. upon a bill of exchange, three for
monies paid by the two Saunders and Davis as securities
for the intestate, and one upon bond in favour of Ross 4-
Co., one in Henrico court, confessed on the 6th of MIay,
1793, to Carrington, although the specialty had not be-
come payable when layo's writ issued, and two upon
bonds to P. Saunders and R. C. Harrison, in larch 1796.
Besides these, he pleaded the claim of a creditor for rent
arrear, the funeral expences of the intestate, some physi-
cian's bills, officers' and attorneys' fees, of no great amount,
paid by the administrator. The plea avers that the judg-
ments were for true debts; that those of Ross 8 Co., Car-
rington, Efford Bentley, C. H. Saunders, S. H. Saunders,
Davis and Ronald, had been levied by executions; and
that the assets had not proved sufficient to pay the prefer-
able judgments.

VOL. l.-67
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1800. Upon the trial of the issues upon the foregoing pleas, the
October.
- jury found a verdict for layo : which was set aside by the
Mayo high court of chancery; and issues of law or fact were to

Bentley. be made upon the pleas, and tried in the district court of
Henrico ; and the verdict certified to the court of chancery.

Issues were accordingly made up, but not tried in the
district court, the parties having, instead of a verdict, agreed
upon a case, which stated, 1. That the judgments were as
stated in the pleas; but that the rent and taxes were to be
investigated by a commissioner, and the physician's bills
decided by the court. 2. That, if William Ronald was
indebted to .,ndrew Ronald, it 'Was by simple contract, and
that the particulars should be enquired into, if necessary.
3. That William Ronald died on the 3d of February,
1793 ; and that Bentley qualified in Powhatan court. 4.
That .1ndrew Ronald's writ issued from Henrico county
court, and that Bentley did not reside in the latter county.
5. That JMayo's writ issued from Powhatan court; was
served upon the 21st of March, 1793, which was the re-
turn day thereof; and that Bentley resided in that county.
6. That Bentley, when he confessed judgment to Ronald,
had not given public notice of his having taken administra-
tion. 7. That Carrington's bond was payable on the 1st
of April, 1793; that his writ issued on the 10th of that
month ; and that the judgment to him was confessed on the
6th of Ilay in that year. 8. That Mayo's debt is not paid.

Upon the return of the foregoing case into the high court
of chancery, that court directed an account of Bentley's
administration to be taken ; and the commissioner made a
report, charging the estate with the funeral expenses, phy-
sician's bills, the rent, the taxes, the clerks' and lawyers'
fees, spirits at the sale, the travelling expenses of the ad-
ministrator, the judgments against the intestate in his life-
time ; those of Ronald, Ross and company, Carrington,
Ch. H. Saunders, Samuel I. Saunders, Efford Bentley,
and Jeffrey Davis, as satisfied, making in all L 6552. 16.
81. ; and those of P. Saunders, Robert C. Harrison, and
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one of Bowman against the intestate in his lifetime, as un- 1800.
satisfied. On the other hand, the report credits the estate October

with the sales by the sheriff upon the executions, and a few Mayo
small articles besides, amounting in the whole to £ 5895. Bentley.

5. 6., leaving a balance in favour of the administrator of
£1016. 15. 111.

The court of chancery made the following decree, "This
cause, as to the plaintiff and the defendant William .ilayo,
who waiving the trials before the district court, of issues
made up, between those parties, pursuant to orders of the
5th of October, .1793, and the 7th of June last, submitted
to determination immediately, by this court, the questions
occurring in the pleadings introductory to those issues, came
on to be heard on the bill, the answer of that defendant, the
pleadings aforesaid, with other exhibits, the affidavits of wit-
nesses admitted to be read in evidence, and the report of
the commissioner, pursuant to the order of the 13th of this
month ; and the court, after attentively considering the ar-
guments by counsel, and premising that an administrator
hath no power, if he be willing, to distribute the estate of
the defunct among his creditors in proportion to their de-
mands, or in other proportions, without their consent, com-
mitteth no devastavit, by voluntary confessions of judgments
for demands, not appearing by record, of which demands
he had no notice, prior to the confessions, and is not bound
before confession of judgments, in actions upon simple con-
tracts, to wait for notice of credits superior in dignity:
Delivered the following opinion, that an administrator, fa-
vouring some creditors to the detriment of other creditors,
which the law hath empowered him to do, acteth not iniqui-
tously. That the plaintiff appeareth, by the report afore-
said, if the opinion now delivered be correct, to have legally
confessed judgments for more money than the value of the
estate which came to his hands in character of adminis-
trator. That in the month of May 1793, when the judg-
ment by default in the action of William JMayo, against the
plaintiff, in the county court of Powhatan, was confirmed,
if the plea of payment, and full administration, which pleas
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1800. the plaintiff had a right to enter, had been entered, and issuesOctober.b had been made upon them, the verdict, upon trial of the

Mayo latter, must have been found for him ; that on trial of an

Bentley. issue made upon the plea of payment only, if the plaintiff
had moved for leave to plead, moreover, a full administra-
tion, and the court had refused to receive the plea, the plain-
tiff had a right, by filiug a bill of exception to such refusal
to bring the question before a superior tribunal ; that to as-
sert either of these rights, both which are legal rights, the
plaintiff was deprived of opportunity by neglect of the
clerk ; an officer of the court, to observe the directions of
the plaintiff's attorney. The plea of payment to a decla-
ration upon an obligation with condition for payment of a
debt, is indeed strictly a special plea, and therefore, the
clerk may be said not to have been bound to enter it, unless
the attorney had presented it drawn up ; but the uniform
practice, in such cases, hath been to allow that plea to stand
for the general issue. Wheresoever a party bath been de-
prived of opportunity to assert a legal right, perhaps in every
case, but certainly if he be deprived without default in him-
self, the court of equity may restore, and ought to restore,
the opportunity to him ; and this was the intention of the
court by the order of the 5th of October, 1793, if the par-
ties had proceeded according to that order, or according to
the order of the 7th of June last, transferring the case to
the district court, the questions of law would have been
sent to the general court for their opinion ; but the parties
having submitted the whole matter to the determination of
this court, the opinion of which, upon the principles before
stated, is that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief claimed by
him ; the court, therefore, doth adjudge, order and decree,
that the injunction obtained by the plaintiff to stay exe-
cution of the judgment against him, recovered by the de-
fendant William JMayo in the bill mentioned, be perpetual,
as it is hereby made perpetual, and that he, the defendant,
do pay unto the plaintiff the costs expended by him in pro-
secuting this suit."

From this decree, Mayo appealed to the court of appeals.
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. .Nicholas, for the appellant. Ronald's judgment ought ISO(.
not to be preferred to the claim of the appellant ; who used October

all the diligence that could reasonably be expected, as his Alayo
V.

writ is dated but a few days, only, after the administrator Bentley.

qualified. The precipitation with which the judgment was
confessed was unfair, as it did not afford time for the spe-
cialty creditors to make their claims known, but evinced so-
licitude to give an undue preference to the simple contract
creditor : And, if this be tolerated, in vain will the law have
made a distinction between debts, as it will always be in the
power of the administrator to defeat it. Reasonable time
should be allowed the creditors to give notice of their claims;
and, perhaps, that prescribed by the statute for the distribu-
tion of the assets would, by analogy, be a proper period.
.Mayo's writ issued from the court of the administrator's
abode; and the latter having previously come to Ronald's
own county to be sued, has a suspicious appearance of a de-
sign to defeat the specialty creditors. The administrator has
no right to elect, except between debts of the same grade;
for the preference of the higher class is a privilege which
the law confers. It is a principle, that the administrator
cannot use undue means in favour of one creditor to the
prejudice of another, Wentw. Off. Ex. 52 ; but the con-
duct of Bentley in this case was plainly an attempt to prefer
the simple contract creditor to those upon specialty. Ro-
nald produced no evidence of his claim, but his own ac-
count; and therefore the administrator ought not to have
assisted him by confessing judgment; for an executor can-
not, by voluntary act, prejudice the estate. Wentw. Off. Ex.
227. The effect of the course pursued by this administra-
tor would be to enable the executor to pay his own simple
contract debt before those due upon bond ; for he will have
nothing to do, but to apply the assets to the discharge of his
own claim immediately after he has qualified, and then bid
defiance to creditors of higher dignity. The emanation of
JMayo's writ was a matter of record, of which the adminis-
trator was bound to take notice ; and, accordingly, the bill
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1800. does not suggest that he was ignorant of it: therefore theOctober.
O main foundation of the pretended equity of the appellee is

Mayo wanting. Neither is the claim of Carrington entitled to

Bentley. preference : For it was not due at the death of the intes-
tate ; and, as .Mayo's suit has priority in date, he has a right
to be first satisfied.

Call, contra. It is settled that the administrator has au-
thority to pay a simple contract debt, or confess judgment
to the creditor, before notice of a specialty, 1/augh. 94. 3

lod. 115. Fitzgib. 76 ; and, as the law has not prescribed

the period, it may be done at any time : Otherwise the au- -

thority will be vain ; and the administrator must oppose
every claim however just the demand, or expensive the de-
fence. That Ronald's debt was not proved is immaterial;
f,-r the executor may pay a debt which he knows to be just,
although there be no other evidence of it; and it is said to
be unconscionable and dishonest not to do it. Vaugh. 100.
If it be true that the administrator wished to prefer the sim-

ple contract creditor, it will make no difference, for the law
gave him authority to do so; and the law never punishes
what it permits to be done. Cas. T. Talb. 224. But there
is no evidence of the fact ; for it is not proved that he came
to Henrico to be sued, or that he took any other step in the
business, than merely to confess judgment, after the action
was brought. The argument, that if the executor may pay

simple contract debts before those upon bond, he may retain
to satisfy his own inferior claim, is not correct; because he
is a trustee of the assets, and ii entitled to nothing on ac-
count of his own simple contract, until all the debts of higher
dignity are paid. The emanation of .Mayo's writ was not
notice ; for nothing but actual notice, or service of it, is.
Bro. ./Idm. 52.

JMarshall, on the same side. The administrator was au-
thorized to confess judgment to the simple contract creditor,
as he had not notice of the bond by service of the writ ; for
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issuing process only, although from the court of his own 1800.
county, was not sufficient. Freem. Rep. 54. A simple October.

contract debt is as justly due as one upon specialty ; and, if Mayo
the appellant succeeds, it must be by the application of a Bentley.

rigid rule of law, giving the preference to the latter. But
to entitle him to the benefit of that rule, he must bring him-
self within the very terms of it. This, however, he does
not do ; for the rule supposes notice, and this is not shewn
by the mere emanation of a writ of which the administrator
was not apprized. The law has prescribed no time for con-
fessing the judgment; and therefore, the period is left to
the discretion of the executor, who has not abused it, as
want of notice is all that the law requires. A simple con-
tract creditor may sue when he pleases ; and, if so, what
law forbids a speedy determination of it ; or obliges the ad-
ministrator to use adversary means to protract it? There
is no analogy between this case and the statute of distribu-
tions; but if there was, and the court could prescribe a
a time within which the judgment could not be confessed,
they have not done so; and therefore, the administrator
stood upon the rules of the common law, and was at liberty
to use his own discretion. It was said that the administrator
came out of his county to confess the judgment, and that
that, with other circumstances, raises a presumption that he
had notice of alayo's claim : All this, if true, would not
advance the appellant's cause a step ; for the law is that the
administrator must have actual notice, and that circum-
stances are not sufficient. But there are no circumstances ;
not even that the administrator came out of his county
to be sued : Like other men, he had business which some-
times called him from home; and, in the absence of proof
to the contrary, the law presumes that he acted fairly. If,
however, he had come to Henrico for that purpose, it would
not have altered the case ; for the law allowed him to pay
the debt, or confess the judgment, without prescribing the
place where either was to be done. It is not true, that the
right to confess judgment applies to debts of the same dig-
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1800. nity only ; for the latter proceeds upon the right of the ad-
October. .O ministrator to elect between two debts of which he is ap-

Mayo. prized ; but the other upon his ignorance of the higher

Bentley. claims. It was urged that the executor cannot use undue
means to prefer one creditor to another. But that is saying
nothing ; for the law permits it; and there can be no undue

means in doing a thing which the law allows. It is not true
that the doctrine contended for would enable the executor
to prefer his own claim by simple contract to a specialty;

for the reason why he is allowed to plead a judgment, to a
simple contract creditor, in bar of a specialty demand, is,
that, otherwise, he would have to pay it over again, although
he acted innocently at the time : which does not hold with
regard to a retainer; for, in the latter case, he has done
nothing that may subject him to inconvenience. That

Ronald's claim was not proved, is unimportant; for, al-
though the appellant had reserved to himself the right to
investigate* it in the court of chancery, he made no applica-

tion for that purpose, and therefore, ought to be presumed
to have waived it. That the bill does not alledge the want
of notice is not material ; for the judgment was by default,

and, through accident, unrighteously obtained ; and the ad-
ministrator only asked to have the accident corrected, and

to be allowed to plead to the action, and make his legal de-

fence : This was granted by the court of chancery; and
the present discussion is upon the validity of that plea ;
which alledges the want of notice expressly. Carrington's

preference is beyond doubt. For priority of suit does not
give priority of payment : It is priority of judgment only

which has that effect. 11 Vin. lb. 269, 270, 286, 302.
Jlloor, 678. That it was not due at the decedent's death,

is immaterial, for it was debitum in prtesenti, 1 Leon, 186 ;
and it is not the day of payment, but the seal which gives

dignity to the claim. Doct. 4- Stud. 158. Therefore, when
the office judgment was set aside, and the administrator
restored to his option of paying whom lie pleased of equal
or superior dignity, the judgment confessed to Carrington,

necessarily, stood.
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Randolph, in reply. This is an application to a court of 1800.

equity, and yet the law is insisted on; which, if taken in its October

rigour, would repel the administrator, as .Mayo had obtained Mayo
a legal advantage. It is a settled rule that specialty debts Bentley.

shall be preferred ; and the creditor's right to this cannot be

lost, but by some misbehaviour in himself, or some other

just cause shewn to exempt the administrator from the con-

sequences of a departure from the rule : neither of which

exists in the present case. The law does not oblige the

specialty creditor to sue within a limited period ; but if it be

clone within convenient time, it is sufficient, Wentw. Off. Ex.

161 : And every body must admit that JMayo's writ was is-

sued as speedily as the nature of things would allow, for it

was on the seventh day after the administrator qualified.

The bill does not alledge want of notice ; which affords a

presumption that he had it, and cuts up his pretension to

equity, by the roots. If the executor may confess judg-

ment as early as was done in this case, he may do it the next

moment after he qualifies; and the protection which the law

affords him, where he fairly pays a simple contract debt, will,

instead of a shield, be turned into a sword, with which he will

hew down the higher debts at pleasure: Even the claims

of wards against their guardians will not be able to with-

stand him. The authorities cited on the other side, do not

fix a period for notice ; and time to give it must be implied:

the plainest principles of justice and common sense require

it ; or the right to preference is of no use to the specialty

creditor. It is not true, in this country, that notice of spe-

cialty debts should be by suit, for any notice is deemed suf-

ficient; and Dyer, 232, is conformable to it, for it states

notice, and not notice by suit. The contrary doctrine shocks

common sense ; for, if the administrator knows already that

there is a suit depending on a bond, what occasion can there

be for giving him further notice ? It makes one smile to see

the administrator in this case insisting on the rigour of the

law, and complaining that he will be injured without the ap-

plication of it, as he had not notice of the claim at the time,

VOL. iv.-68
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1800. when it is evident that he took every means in his power to
October. avoid the notice; went to the simple contract creditor's own

Mayo county to be sued ; and confessed the judgment within
'V.

Bentley. eleven days after he qualified, If, under such circumstances
as these, he has to pay the debt out of his own pocket, it
will be damnum absque injuria. Ronald's debt ought to be
proved, Bull. Vis. Pr. 143 ; and the right to investigate it,
reserved by the agreement, is still in force. Carrington's
debt was not due at the intestate's death ; and as .Mayo's
was, and bearing interest, it ought to have been discharged
upon service of his writ, which was before Carrington's
became payable. 2 Stra. 1035. The conduct of Mayo
has been perfectly fair, as he brought his suit as soon as pos-
sible, and obtained his judgment in due course of law ; and
as he was not to blame that it was not set aside, he ought to

retain his legal advantage.
Cur. adv. vult.

ROANE, Judge. This is a case in which is drawn in ques-
tion the rectitude of the appellee's conduct as administrator of
William Ronald, in reference to the several claims stated
in the pleadings, and set up in bar of the appellant's de-
mand. But as no difficulty, or diversity of sentiment, exists
with the court, as to any other point in. the cause except
that concerning Andrew Ronald's judgment, I beg leave
to confine my few observations solely to that point, referring
for my opinion on the others to the decree which has been
considered and agreed. upon by the judges.

It will be necessary to take a short view of the grounds
upon which this case came before a court of equity.

The appellant .J1ayo had got a regular judgment by default
against the appellee as administrator on a bond ; and the
administrator upon an execution being issued thereon exhi-
bited his bill of injunction, stating that through the miscon-
duct or inadvertence of the clerk, the office judgment had
not been set aside and the plea of payment entered, and
that it was his intention in due time to have put in the plea
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of fully administered. There is no denial of this miscon- 1800.

duct or inadvertence, on the part of Jayo; and the alle- Otobe.

gation of the appellee concerning it, is as well supported by Mayo

testimony as can reasonably be expected in such a case. Bentley.

The chancellor granted the injunction, and authorized the
appellee to plead in Powhatan court; to put in such pleas

as he should be advised were proper ; and that the verdicts

or judgments given on issues joined on such pleas should
be certified to his court. A verdict is found on such pleas

in Powhatan court for the plaintiff, but is set aside by the

chancellor and issues directed to be made up and tried on

the pleas of the appellee in the district court of Richmond,
and to be certified. An agreement is made by the counsel
on both sides, in which, referring to the pleas, other facts

are specified, and the law submitted to the court. I shall

presently have occasion to state some of the facts agreed
therein more particularly. On the 1st of Maroh, 1797, a
decree is made, by the chancellor, stating that the parties
waved the trials before the district court, and submitted the

decision immediately to the court of chancery ; and the de-

cree is in favour of the appellee as to the point in question.
Upon this state of the case it is to be considered whether

the appellee's counsel was correct in contending that this

was a case in which strict and rigid law must prevail, or not?
By strict law he was remediless. A legal judgment is in

full force against him ; and it is in consequence of his ap-
plying to a court of equity to administer' equity to him that

his case is now before us. It is an uniform maxim of that

court, that he who seeks equity shall himself submit to what
is equity.

The case in question being carried to the forum of the

chancellor, nothing can deprive him of his jurisdiction to

do equity. The jury who were originally to try the issues,

are not only chancellors themselves, but were his jury ;
their verdict could never be conclusive with him until his

conscience was satisfied, and the agreement of the parties

to wave that trial and submit the determination immediately
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1800. to the court, if it did not fortify his power, certainly did not,
October.O and evidently could not, abridge it in the respect in question.

Mayo This court then, standing in the place of the chancellor

Bentley. and revising his decree, must take such a liberal and com-
prehensive view of the case, as will embrace it under all its
circumstances, and enable them to decide it according to
the principles of equity. But, in deciding this case against
the claim of the appellee in the point in question, 1 do not
think it will be necessary to transcend the just limits, which
a court of law would prescribe, for itself. A court of law,
I mean, who would regard the reason and substance of the
law rather than its letter : who wish so to construe the law
as to ansgwer its end and purpose and promote substantial
justice, rather than to make it an instrument of fraud, chi-
cane and injustice.

Whatever may be thought of my present opinion relative

to the construction and application of the doctrines of the
law now in question, I beg it may be understood, that I do not

mean to relinquish a ground I have often taken in this court.
I mean that of supporting the rules of law according to their
fair and just interpretation, even though a particular injus-
tice might ensue therefrom ; the latter being in my opinion
a more tolerable evil, than that which would arise from
keeping the laws of the country in a state of continual fluc-
tuation and uncertainty. But I trust that I shall never be-
come an advocate for that system which shall apply the
strict letter of the 'law in opposition to its substantial mean-
ing : which will apply a rule of law to a case which is wholly
without the reason of it.

With whatever liberality the eye of a court of equity may
view the circumstances of this case, I presume it will be

conceded on all hands, that in a case of mere legal assets, a
court of equity is as much bound as a court of law to re-
spect the priority established, by law, for the payment of
some description of debts in preference to others : and, if

so, it is a clear answer to the arguments which were used,
to shew, that, in equity, all debts are considered as equal.
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The assets in the present case are merely legal assets. 1800.October.

I believe I shall scarcely discuss with the appellee's coun- -ctober.

sel any of the legal doctrines they have contended for, consi- Mayo

dered as general doctrines and applicable to cases in general. Bentley.

I shall readily .admit, as a general rule, that an executor
having no notice of a bond debt, which notice must also be
by suit, may give judgment in favour of a simple contract
creditor, which shall be afterwards a bar to a bond creditor.

At the same time that I make this admission, I contend
that the legal preference given to bond creditors is a sub-
stantial something, not repealable at the will of an executor
under. every possible state of circumstances ; but the rule
just admitted is not without its reason : and its reason is,
that otherwise a bond creditor might ruin an executor by
keeping his bond in his -pocket. It was justly said, by the
appellant's counsel, that this rule was intended as an armour
of defence to an executor, and not a weapon of attack; as
a mean to save himself from ruin, and not to prostrate rights
guaranteed to others, and repeal a provision established in
their favour by doctrines equally well established with the
one under which such right of attack is contended for.

This reason of the law shews incontestibly, that the law
itself does not apply to extreme cases : cases wherein the
executor is under no possible danger of injury ; cases where
the only possible effect of its applicability, would be to re-
peal the doctrine of the law establishing the right of priority.

I will suppose, for instance, that a man having long resided
in Richmond, and considerably indebted there, by bond,
should remove into the county of Monongalia ; that there
he should suddenly die, and the next day an administrator
not only qualify, "but consent with a simple contract creditor
to take out a writ instantly and confess judgment thereupon:
Under these circumstances it is evident that no human dili-
gence, on the part of the bond creditors at Richmond, could
secure to them their legal priority; and if a court would
tolerate such conduct in an administrator, in vain has the
egislature established a right of priority in their favour; in
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1800. vain would such court attempt to shelter itself from the im-
October.

- putation of making the law an instrument of injustice, and
Mayo that contrary to its design and reason.

Bentley. But even this extreme case, which puts the absurdity of

such doctrine in a clear point of view, may still be carried

further, by supposing the administrator to go immediately

after his qualification into a remote county, unknown to the

creditor, and there confess a judgment to his prejudice.

Those who would contend for the doctrine under these

circumstances, must indeed be said to misapply the law, and

stick by the letter in opposition to the reason of it.

If, then, this rule does not apply to extreme cases (to

which the letter of this particular rule, standing singly, may

perhaps extend) how shall the doctrine be construed and

applied ? My answer is, that it is. so to be construed and

applied as to conform to the reason on which the rule was

founded, and to consist with other rights and other doctrines

of law equally sacred, and equally well established.

This view of the subject precludes the necessity of a par-

ticular examination of the cases cited in the argument. The

doctrines therein laid down, as now qualified, are not con-

troverted by me, but are supported by cases in which the

executor is held to be justified in paying simple contract

debts, unless he has timely n6tice of bond debts, I .Mod.

175 : Which expression, timely notice, seems clearly to im-

ply a reasonable time in favour of the bond creditors, and

to exclude great haste and precipitation on the part of the

executor.

But it is asked, what time the court can prescribe for the

bond creditors to come in? and 1 Wentw. Off. .Ex. 161,

is cited ; which says that no time is fixed, and intimates that

the subject is fit for legislative consideration. I answer that

I admit that no time is fixed, but contend that, in the last

passage, the author has reference to the case of creditors in

general; he had not in view an extreme case such as the

present. It is not necessary that this court in now deciding

against the appellee should fix any time as to cases in gene-
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ral. Every case must stand on its own foundation. I wish '1800.
to be understood to consider tlis merely as an extreme case; Octobe.

that such a case cannot arise without a collusive and mala Mayo

fide conduct on the part of tile administrator ; and that this Bentley.

collusion must irresistibly be inferred, in the present case,

from the unusual and unnecessary despatch used to prefer
this simple contract creditor under all the circumstances of

the transaction, and undcr a perfect knowledge that the es-
tate was very much indebted by debts of a higher dignity.
One of the appellee's counsel admitted that the doctrine did
not extend to cases of collusion. On this ground I meet

him ; and on this ground it is wholly unnecessary to fix any

precise point of time within which bond creditors, in gene-
ral, must come in. I disclaim the exercise of such a power,
as being unnecessary in the present case, and beyond the
authority of this court.

The present case, although not so absolutely extreme as
the one which has been supposed, yet appears, as I have
already said, to be one without the reason of the doctrine,
and consequently without the doctrine itself. The despatch,
used by the present appellant, was so unusual and consider-
able, that his counsel might well say he was almost on the
point of making an apology for him.

Let us now attend to the dates of some of the transac-
tions. William Ronald died 3d February, 1793 : admin-
istration was granted to the appellee 21st February, 1793.
lndrew Ronald brought suit in Henrico county court 26th
February, 1793, and the appellee confessed judgment
therein 4th March, 1793. The appellant brought suit 28th
February, 1793, and no notice was given by Bentley that
he had taken out administration.

From this statement it appears, that Mayo, living in Hen-
rico, sued his writ in Powhatan, (the county of the admin-

* istrator's residence,) within seven days after the administrator
had there qualified. This was certainly as soon as he could
reasonably be presumed to have heard of the event, and
sent up for the purpose ; and without further remarks, I en-
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1800. tirely conclude that on a comparison of the appellant's des-October.
O patch with that generally use'd by other creditors, no want
Mayo of despatch, or diligence, can possibly be imputed to him.

Bentley. On the other hand, how does the conduct of the appellee
appear? He well knew the intestate to be very much in-
debted by judgment, bond and simple contract. He had
not given notice by advertisement, (as is the general custom,)
that he had taken the administration, and invited the credi-
tors to come in. The omission to adopt this universal and
just expedient, is a symptom from which we may argue the
unfairness of his intentions. He goes into another county
immediately after his qualification, and in five days from the
date of his qualification, a writ is sued by a simple contract
creditor, the intestate's brother, a lawyer, and one who pos-
sibly conceived, as other lawyers now seem to do, that the
letter of the law would bear him out in opposition to its rea-
son and spirit, and in derogation of the guaranteed rights of
others. On the 4th of March, judgment is confessed upon
an open account, the items of which do not appear to have
been canvassed, nor their justice established. Whether any,
and what agreement, or concert, was made, between this
creditor and the administrator, to induce him to take so hasty,
novel and hazardous a step, is not in proof, and therefore,
cannot be assumed as a ground on which to argue. But I
can justly infer, that sagacious administrators in general, (in
which description the present administrator seems to stand,)
would not have ventured on such a measure without an in-
demnity.

But, without hazarding even this inference, I can safely
infer that the conduct of the administrator, under all the
above circumstances, does not appear to me to wear such
an aspect, as to entitle him to the countenance of a court of
equity. Especially if, as I think, the strict, (though sub-
stantial) law is against him ; and, on these grounds, I must
conclude that the decree of the chancellor, so far as it sus-
tains the appellee's claim for a credit of the assets covered
by lndreto Ronald's judgment, is erroneous.
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FLEMING, Judge. The only point upon which the court 1800.
have any difficulty is, Whether the administrator was justi- October.

fiable in confessing judgment to .1ndrew Ronald for a debt MayoV.

due by simple contract only, when he had not notice of the Bentley.

claim of the appellant?
The facts are briefly these:
The intestate died on the 3d of February, 1793 ; and,

upon the 21st of the same month, administration of his es-
tate was granted to Bentley, by the county court of Powha-
tan, where he resided. On the 26th of February, lndrew
Ronald, a simple contract creditor of the intestate, instituted
a suit against the administrator, in the county court of Hen-
rico ; and upon the 28th of the same month, Mayo, a bond
creditor, issued his writ upon the bond, from the county court
of Powhatan. On the 4th of March, Bentley confessed judg-
ment to Ronald, for the amount of his account, Mayo's writ
not having then been served upon him ; that writ, however,
being afterwards served, the plaintiff went on to obtain an
office judgment ; which was directed to be set aside, but,
through the omission of the clerk, it was not done ; and,
therefore, it stood confirmed after the May term of Powha-
tan court. In consequence of this, the administrator, as
there were not assets to satisfy both claims, obtained an in-
junction to that of J31ayo, upon the ground of the clerk's
omission ; and, at the final hearing, the high court of chan-
cery established the priority of Ronald's judgment, as Bent-
ley had not notice of the bond debt at the time when it was
confessed. .Mayo has appealed from the decision ; and the
question is whether the decree was right ?

It is generally agreed, that by natural justice and con-
science, all debts are equal, and the debtor himself equally
bound to satisfy them all. Therefore, in the administration
of equitable assets, the court of chancery makes no differ-
ence among creditors, but all stand upon the same ground.
In the administration of legal assets, however, the law hav-
ing established an arbitrary preference in favour of creditors
of certain grades who use due diligence in pursuit of their

VOL. iv.-69
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1800. claims, the court of equity follows the rule of law, and main-October.O tains the preference, provided the higher creditors do not
Mayo suffer those by simple contract, to gain priority for want of

Bentley. notice to the executor of the preferable claims.
It becomes important, therefore, to enquire how far the

law gives preference to the different grades of creditors.
Passing by the cases in the English books, concerning

debts due to the crown, and those by recognizances and sta-
tutes, and considering those between citizens only, three
sorts (after the funeral and testamentary expenses are paid)
present themselves to our consideration, namely, debts
upon record ; those due by specialty ; and those by simple
contract.

Of these, judgments are to be first paid ; and, being mat-
ters of record, the administrator is bound to take notice of
them at his peril, however distant the record from his resi-
dence. Therefore the appellee, in the present case, was
under an obligation to satisfy in the first place the judgments
against the intestate in his lifetime, before those obtained
against himself; and to that extent he will be liable, Ronald's
judgment notwithstanding.

Specialty debts are the next in order:
Among these, the administrator, where there is a defici-

ency of assets, may select which he will pay, 1 Wins. 295;
and, although suit may be brought upon one, before the day
of payment of another has arrived, he may, taking care not
to plead any thing false in his own knowledge, protract the
first suit, until the other specialty becomes payable, and then
confess judgment to an action upon it, to the utter disap-
pointment of the creditor in the first suit. 2 Chan. Cas.
201. This is the case with respect to Carrington's judg-
ment, which was confessed before Mayo's office judgment
was set aside, and therefore has priority to it.

But specialty creditors may lose their rank by supineness,
and suffering those upon simple contract to obtain preference
by greater diligence. For, if the executor has no notice
of a specialty debt, he may pay, or confess judgment, to
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creditors upon simple contract before it, Ambl. 162. Fitzgib. 1800.
76; and the notice must be by action too. 1 Mod. 175. October.

But, in pleading the judgment confessed upon the simple Mayo

contract, the executor must aver that it was done without Bentley.

notice of the specialty; for, otherwise, he would not have

been excusable for confessing judgment to the inferior cre-
ditor. 1 Term Rep. 690.

This is the principle ; and, if it be applied to the present

case, its influence is irresistible. For the administrator, in

pleading the judgment to Ronald, avers that he had not

notice, at the time, of .Mayo's, or of any other debt of
higher dignity; and there is no evidence that he had any

such notice, either by action, or otherwise. Of course he

stands excused. For there can be no fraud in doing what

the law allows.

But it is said that he went out of his way to avoid notice;

that he was sued and confessed judgment to Ronald, in the

county of the latter, upon the very day on which the writ

was returned ; that he did not advertize in the public news-
papers that he had taken administration ; and that, if this

practice be allowed, executors may evade the law, to the
prejudice of the higher creditors, when they please.

But all this appears to me to amount to nothing.

For, in the first place, there is no evidence that the ad-

ministrator did go out of the way to avoid notice ; and the

court cannot infer it without testimony.

Neither is it proved, if the circumstance were material,

that he went out of his county to be sued ; but, for aught
that appears to the contrary, he was about his lawful busi-

ness. If, however, he had gone to the creditor's county to

be sued when he had no notice of superior claims, it would

not have altered the case ; for, as he might have paid with-

out suit, the suit could not make his situation worse; and

the law did not prescribe the county where it should be

brought.
That the judgment was confessed on the return day of

the writ, is a circumstance of no importance. For, as the
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1800. law gave the administrator a right to confess the action,
October. without prescribing the period, it left it to him to judge of

Mayo the time, and his opinion was conclusive. Besides it saved
V.

Bentley. costs, which he was under no obligation to incur.
His failure to publish in the newspapers that he had as-

sumed the administration, is a matter of no kind of conse-
quence. For I know of no obligation to give such notice ;
and, although it is sometimes done, it is for the convenience
of the executor himself, and not of the creditors. Added
to which, I believe that I may confidently affirm, that it is

not done, in one case out of ten, throughout the state. Nor
is it necessary upon principle. For his taking administra-
tion is an act of public notoriety ; done in open court ; and
of which it behoves the creditors to take notice, and to use
due diligence in securing their debts.

As to the observation that the conduct of the administra-
tor tended to evade the law, to the prejudice of the bond
creditors, it may be answered, that the administrator, as be-
fore observed, has done nothing but what the law allowed;
and therefore that he stands justified by the law itself. For

we are not at liberty to garble legal rules, and to use what
makes in favour of one party, and reject that which is in
favour of the other; but must take the whole together:
And the same law which says, that the administrator shall
not pay, or confess judgment to, a simple contract creditor
when he has notice of a bond debt, says that, if he has not
such notice, he may pay, or give judgment for, the inferior
debt.

It was said, that Bentley, at the time he confessed the

judgment, had a perfect knowledge that the estate was very
much embarrassed by debts of a higher dignity. But, if
so, there is no proof of it in the record ; and the court can-
not assume the fact without evidence. Admit it to be true,
however ; and it will not alter the case, if the law required
notice by suit.

It is difficult to define what is fraud in such cases. For
the creditors have no lien on the effects, which belong to
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the executor, who represents the person of the testator; 1800.
but their right is to demand payment, to the extent of those October.

effects, from the executor; who is bound to make it accord- Mayo
ing to the rank of the creditors who apply. However, there Bentley.

must be an application ; for it is not the duty of the ex-
ecutor to hunt after the creditors ; but, of the latter, to make
themselves known. And, if those of higher rank delay
until the inferior debts are paid, they can no more complain
than the general creditors can in the case of an heir, where
the first judgment takes all the land ; or in the case of a
foreign attachment, where the more diligent creditors obtain
the first judgments and exhaust the whole effects. For the
maxim, in all such cases, is, that vigilantibus non dormicn-
tibus leges subveniunt.

There is no ground for the observation respecting the
hardship of the case. For it is a mere scramble between
the creditors; among whom, the law gave the race to the
swiftest; and Ronald has been more prompt than Mayo.

But hardship cannot take away established rights: and
some of the other cases, already mentioned, may occa-
sionally be equally hard, and yet there is no redress. As
where of several creditors of equal dignity the executor
capriciously, or from favour, prefers the least meritorious ;
or where he retains the whole estate for his own debt, to the
ruin of the widow and orphan, whose claims are of equal
dignity, and greater merit.

Upon the whole, I think the administrator was justifiable,
by law, in confessing the judgment to Ronald; and that it
must take precedence to that of AMayo, subject, however,
to an enquiry into the justice of the debt before a commis-
sioner, according to the agreement between the parties.

LyoNs, Judge. The only question, upon which the court
differ, is, whether the administrator was justifiable in confes-
sing judgment to Ronald a simple contract creditor, before
notice of J1Aayo's specialty?
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1800. That an administrator may do so, in general cases, seems
October.
-_ to be admitted ; but it is denied in the present instance, on
Mayo account of the early period, at which it was done.

Bentley. That circumstance, however, does not appear to me to
be material. For the law has not prescribed the time, but
merely says, that, if the administrator does, without notice,
pay, or confess judgment to, the simple contract creditor, he
may plead it against the specialty creditor, averring that he
had not notice of the specialty, at the time.

There is nothing unjust in the rule thus qualified. For
all debts are equal in conscience ; and every creditor is at
liberty to sue for his demand as soon as he pleases, without
allowing the administrator time to enquire for other debts.
On the other hand, the executor should at once, either con-
trovert the claim by a plea which he believes to be true, or
confess the action, without putting the estate to unnecessary
costs in a hopeless defence. 3 Burr. 1369. 2 Black. Rep.
1275.

Therefore if one creditor, more diligent than the rest,
drives him to this necessity, and thereby gains an advantage,
the administrator who complies with his duty will be pro-
tected, and the creditor will be allowed the priority which
he has obtained by his diligence.

For the specialty creditors, who are preferred upon no
better ground than the solemnity of their claims, have pri-
ority upon condition that they are expeditious in the pursuit
of them, before the assets are otherwise applied ; and there-
fore they must be active, or they will lose it; because the
administrator ought not to be exposed to danger by their su-
pineness. For it is a universal principle, that he who pos-
sesses the knowledge and has the means of providing for his
own safety, as well as for that of another person connected
with it, ought not to stand mute, but should disclose the cir-
cumstances, or abide the consequences of his own neglect.
Thus a prior incumbrancer, who suffers an innocent man to
purchase the estate without notice of his claim, will be post-
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poned : and, in the same manner, as the creditor, and not 1800.October.

the executor, knows of the bond and whether it is due or Ote

not, it devolves upon him to give notice of the claim, and Mayo
not upon the executor to enquire after it. Otherwise the Bentley.
specialty creditor might commit a fraud upon the executor,
by keeping the bond in his pocket, until all the assets were
paid away, and then charging him with the debt. Fitzgib.
76. Bull. JXis. Pr. 178.

It follows, therefore, that if the administrator is sued upon
a simple contract debt, he may, if he has no notice of a
specialty, give way to the action, and plead it in bar to the
specialty.

But the law goes further, and requires that the notice
should be by suit. For notice, in pais, is not sufficient,
whether it proceeds from other persons, or from the credi-
tor himself. Not the first ; because, as the specialty credi-
tor has two remedies, one against the personal estate, the
other against the real, it is uncertain which he may pursue;
and therefore the administrator ought not to be bound to re-
gard information from any other source than himself: Not
the second; because the creditor may change his mind, and
resort to the heir immediately; thus leaving the administra-
tion suspended, upon the possibility of a claim, against the
personalty, which may never be asserted.

To put an end to this uncertainty, is one reason why the
law authorizes the executor, when the specialty creditors do
not think fit to assert their rights, by suit and notice of it, to
pay, or confess judgment, to inferior creditors, for just debts.
Which indeed is necessary, in order to ensure the safety
of the executor. For a plea, that he had heard of a bond,
but was not able to prove it, although he might have it in
his power to do so at a future day, as the creditor might in
due season give notice according to law, would not be en-
dured ; because the simple contract creditor is under no ob-
ligation to wait for the convenience of him by bond ; espe-
cially, when there is no evidence that the bond exists, or
that the creditor means to pursue the personal estate. Un-
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1800. less therefore the executor had power to deliver himself, by
October.

- satisfying the simple contract creditor, before notice of the
Mayo specialty, he would be placed between Scylla and Charyb-

Bentley. dis. For, on one hand, he would have to defend the suit
under pain of a devastavit in not protecting the assets for

the specialty creditor; and on the other, the attempt to

defend it, by an insufficient plea, would subject him to the

same penalty with the addition of increased costs. But all

this is avoided by requiring the creditor to give notice by a
suit ; because that not only furnishes the executor with evi-

dence of the existence of the bond by enabling him to

crave oyer and spread it on the record ; but proves that the

creditor means to pursue the personal estate.
The result is that unless the administrator has notice of

a suit upon a specialty he may confess judgment to a simple

contract creditor; and as there was no such notice in the

present case, the preference, obtained by the simple con-

tract creditor, must prevail.
But it was said, that, as .Mayo's writ is dated before the

judgment was confessed, and issued friom the court of the

county where the administrator resided, the latter was af-

fected with notice by the emanation of it. That however,
is not so. For there must not only be a suit, but actual no-

tice of it, to produce that effect. 11 Via. 287. 1 Sid. 21.

Freem. 54.
It was argued, though, upon tile ground of fraud; and

several positions were urged in support of it : none of which

appear to me to be sustainable.
Thus it was said, that this was a vested right in the spe-

cialty creditor ; and that the precipitate confession of the

judgment for the simple contract debt, operated as a fraud

upon his claim, as it deprived him of an opportunity of giv-

ing notice of it. But, to this, it may be answered,

I. That both creditors lived in the same county, and

therefore one had the same opportunity of commencing his

suit, in time, that the other had ; and that 3.ayo, with greater
diligence, might by a suit upon his bond, either in Powhatan
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or Henrico, have interposed and prevented the judgment on 1800.
the simple contract debt. Oder.

2. That there is no such vested right in the specialty Mayo

creditor: because his preference depends upon his timely Bentley.

progress; and therefore his priority is never established un-

til notice of a suit. For the creditors have no interest in

the subject; which belongs to the executor, who represents
the person of the testator, and is bound, in that character,

to pay it to the creditors, according to dignity, as they ap-

ply. Therefore, none have vested rights to aliquot shares
in it; but all are at liberty to sue, and obtain judgments to

bind it, if higher claims are not produced : and as each
may sue as soon as he pleases, the most diligent must ne-

cessarily obtain preference, as their claims cannot, with

propriety, be delayed by the executor. It resembles cases
of qui tam; where every body may sue, but the most dili-

gent appropriates the subject.
Again it was said, that the administrator did not publish

in the newspapers, that he had qualifed ; and that this pre-

vented the specialty creditor from knowing the fact so as to
enable him to give the necessary notice. To which, the

answer is, that the administrator was not bound, by law, to

make such publication ; and as the letters of administration

were granted in open court, and were matter of record, the

specialty creditor had the same opportunity of knowing the

fact that the simple contract creditor had, and was under

the same obligation to take notice of it.
It was also said, that the intestate was generally known to

be greatly indebted, and that Bentley had a perfect know-

ledge that there were higher claims, which it was fraudulent
in him to disappoint by a precipitate judgment. To this I

answer, that, if the intelligence with regard to the intestate's

affairs was so general, it only proves that there was reason

for greater despatch in the creditors. For the particular

debts of no man are universally known. An opinion may

prevail that his circumstances are embarrassed, but, whether
by bond or simple contract, none can tell, except the cre-
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1800. ditors and the debtor; and therefore, if the rumour hadOctober.O reached Bentley, it would not have affected him ; for he,

Mayo like others, would have been ignorant of the persons and
V.

Bentley. grades of the claimants, unless the creditors gave him infor-
mation. However, there is no proof, in the record, of such
general intelligence ; and much less, that the administrator
had a perfect knowledge that there were higher claims : and
the court will not presume it, for the sake of affecting him
with fraud, if that would constitute fraud. But what is de-
cisive is, that, if he had had such knowledge, it would not
have been important, unless he had received notice of Mayo's
suit.

It was likewise urged, that the administrator intended to
give preference to the simple contract creditor, who was the
brother of the intestate ; and that this was fraudulent, with
regard to the specialty creditor. But there is no proof of
such intended preference. For it stands upon the record
as the common case of a suit by a simple contract creditor
against an administrator, having assets at the time to satisfy
it, and ignorant of any higher claim. He was, therefore,
under no obligation to delay the creditor, upon pretence that
there might be claims of higher dignity; for the law does
not require him, in any case, to procrastinate payment by
dilatory means, 1 Sid. 404. 11 Vin. 269, pl. 5 ; and he
may even be compelled to prompt pleading, in order to pre-
vent preference to others. 11 Vin. 269. 1 Bulstr. 122. If,
however, a preference had been intended, it would not have
been fraudulent. For, to pay or give judgment to a simple
contract creditor when there is a bond unsatisfied, is, at most,
a devastavit; which may proceed from very honourable
motives, as the merit of the creditor and a miscalculation of
the assets; and therefore the law does not condemn it as a
fraud, but considers it as a tort only, even where the exe-
cutor knows of the bond. The argument though, is afor-
tiori, when the notice which the law requires, has not been
given ; because it is impossible for a man to commit a fraud
in doing what the law permits to be done, at his own discre-
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tion. Therefore, as the law allowed the administrator to 1800.

confess judgment to the simple contract creditor, when he October.
bad no notice of the specialty, it is no cause of censure that Mayo

V.
he did it. For, if it be wrong, the law was to blame in con- Bentley.

ferring the authority, and not the administrator in exercising
it. Accordingly, where the law allows the confession, from
whatever motive it may have proceeded, the judgment can-
not be impeached ; and, therefore, it has been held, that
"if a recovery be had against an executor upon covin, but
for a good cause, a creditor cannot avoid the recovery by
saying that it was by covin to defraud him; for the party
had a good cause, and where the recovery is had upon a
legal cause, it cannot be called covinous, although it was by
consent, and to the intent to prevent another from obtaining
payment of his debt." Jo. 92, pl. 5. Hence it is, that in
debts of equal dignity, the executor, as before observed,
may, by imparlance and dilatory pleas, provided they be
true, gain time, for the avowed purpose of enabling the cre-
ditor of less merit to bring suit and obtain preference of him
that has greater. For, although it may be unconscientious
in the executor to do so, yet the law, which allows the pro-
ceeding, will maintain it.

Upon the whole, I am of opinion, that the administrator
was justifiable in confessing judgment to Ronald, as he had
not notice of .Mayo's suit, at the time.

PENDLETON, President. This is a case commenced ori-
ginally at law, and there properly determinable ; the question
being, Whether an administrator has committed a devastavit
in applying his assets to the payment of a simple contract
debt, after a suit commenced on a specialty? A question
probably, in this instance, for the first time decided in a
court of equity, except where a creditor sues there for a
discovery of assets, or it is necessary for that court to en-
force its decree.

The ground of application to that court, in this case, is
of a slender nature indeed. An office judgment had been
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1800. regularly obtained at law, which might have been set aside,October.
- -at the succeeding Alay term, upon motion to the court, and
Mayo pleading to issue immediately. Was the administrator or

V.

Bentley. his attorney, which is the same thing, in no fault that this
was not done? He gave a memorandum to the clerk, in-
stead of applying to the court, who were to judge, whether
it was a proper plea, under the act of assembly. It was
his duty to attend to the public reading of the minutes,
when the omission would have been discovered, as on other
occasions. I have been told that a party can't be relieved
in equity upon a ground on which he might have defended
himself at law, but neglected it: and I recollect a case

where a judgment was reversed with costs, for a miscalcu-
lation of the clerk in the sum recovered, on the ground that

it was the duty of the parties to attend to the reading of the
orders, and have mistakes corrected. I thought it a mere
misprision of the clerk, and amendable, but was overruled.

But however slender this equity may appear on the above

statement, I think the chancellor was right in directing the

pleas to be received. On this principle, that wherever a

party has been deprived of a fair defence at law by mistake

or accident, and can have no relief at law, a court of equity
ought to let him into that defence, as it will to a new trial,
where the merits have not been fairly tried, and a court of

law cannot award it. But I firmly insist that, having di-
rected the pleas to be admitted, chancery had exercised its
whole power over the cause, which was to proceed wholly
at law; and it erred in directing the verdict to be certified
to that court. I am aware of the decision of Wilson v.

Rucker, 1 Call, 500, in the case of a new trial, which

stands on the same ground ; by which I am bound, and shall
make this no part of the ground of my present judgment.
But I shall take this, and every other opportunity of entering

my protest against that decision, in hope that it may one

day be reviewed by a full court, and changed before it is
established as a precedent, since it was the opinion of a bare
majority, and appears to me as tending to draw every law
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case, even battery, slander, and all kinds of torts, into a 1800.
final chancery decision. October.

The administrator is therefore to be availed of every fair Mayo

and legal application of his assets to May 17th, 1793; but Bentley.

has no right to consider the judgment as open to let in sub-
sequent judgments even for debts of equal dignity, much
less those of inferior grade ; and therefore those of Chan-
cellor H. Saunders, Samuel H. Saunders, Jeffry Davis,
Peter Saunders and Robert C. Harrison, are to be de-
ducted from the allowances made the administrator in the
commissioner's report; which judgments being disallowed,
there remains £601. 18. overpaid of the assets. This
makes it necessary to consider the other articles, in that re-
port, objected to by the appellant's counsel. None of which,
without going over particulars, appear to me to be excep-
tionable, except Andrew Ronald's judgment: which I think
cannot be sustained against Iayo's debt by specialty, upon
any principle of law, equity, or justice.

The law has fixed the various grades of dignity among
the debts due from an intestate. According to which order,
the administrator is bound to pay them at the peril of what
is called a devastavit, and he is bound to pay, a creditor of
superior dignity postponed, out of his own estate, if his assets
fail ; and this, to use an expression of the counsel, every
sage of law on the subject invariably proves; and further,
in strict law, if an administrator pleads to an action, without
stating his assets, this will be an admission of assets and
charge him, although not come to his hands. Courts of
equity consider all debts equal in conscience, and distribute
equitable assets rateably among all; but with legal assets
there is no instance of that court's interference with either
rule of law before stated.

Justice requires the chancery principle, an equal distri-
bution of the assets. This, however, is not effected by the
present contrivance; but an inferior creditor is paid his
whole debt, instead of a superior one preferred by law, and
having equal equity.
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1800. Law and equity acting on the same principle in the ap-
October. plication of legal assets, why were we told that we were to

Mayo decide it as a question of strict law, unless the gentleman,

Bentley. impressed with the idea of apparent fraud in the confession
of this judgment, was apprehensive that equity, adhering to
its own principles, would not aid even the appearance of
that odious act? However, his position is not correct, if my
idea of propriety had been pursued, and the case left to
proceed at law after directing the pleas to be received, then
indeed equity would have had no further to do with the
cause ; but the gentleman did not, nor could he prove, that
the court of equity, making a final decree on the merits,
was not to regard its own principles, as well as the law.

Two of those principles appear to me opposed to the de-

cree, 1. That, as to these two contending creditors, JMayo
has a preference by law and equal equity with Ronald, and
is therefore to prevail. 2. That, in endeavouring to change

this legal preference, the administrator was guilty of a fraud,
and entitled to no countenance, or protection, in a court of
equity.

But to consider it upon strict law, premising that fraud is
cognizable and is as influential at law as in equity, to avoid
what is done by it.

The law, having fixed the preference of debts, proceeds
to a detail of the duty and rights of the administrator.
This duty is to pay all debts of record, without other no-

tice ; and, as a discovery of them will require some time,
that circumstance would seem to forbid so hasty a confes-
sion of judgment, to inferior creditors, as happened in this
case. He is to collect the estate together and have it ap-
praised, and satisfy himself of the amount of his assets; a
work of time. It is the practice to call on creditors to pro-
duce their claims, that the administrator may act with safety
and propriety in the application of his assets, and the legal
order be observed. But we are told that no law requires

this to be done; and it is true, that there is no express
statute for the purpose, yet such is the practice, and very
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reasonable in this country, where the dealings of men are 1800.

so extensive, and when the administrator has sworn that he October.

will administer the estate according to law, and when that Mayo

law requires him to pay debts in a prescribed order of Bentley.
priority at the peril of a devastavit; the advertisement ap-
pears to be dictated by religion and a regard to his own
safety, and required not a positive law to direct it. At
least it leaves the administrator without excuse for his trans-
gression of the legal order, by the hasty confession of
judgment to a simple contract creditor, under pretence of
no notice of .Mayo's specialty. This further observation
occurs, that where men deviate from the common course of
proceeding, it ever creates a suspicion of a fraudulent, or
evasive, intention.

The administrator's rights upon this subject are, to retain,
for himself, against all creditors of equal dignity ; and of
other equals, to prefer which he pleases, with this exception,
that being sued by one, he can't postpone him by a volun-
tary payment to another, but may delay the suitor by due
means, give judgments to others, and plead those in bar ;
and, where he has this right of preference, he is the sole
judge of the influential motives in its exercise.

But no such right exists in him to give a preference to an
inferior, against a superior creditor, either openly or covertly.
Nor can he be justified in the attempt, by the rational pro-
tection afforded to an actual payment of such a debt, with-
out notice of the superior, in a fair and ordinary adminis-
tration.

But here the strict law is applied. The administrator is
not obliged to give notice even of his own appointment ; nor
has the law fixed a time for the administrator to wait for
superior creditors to give notice of their debts, before he
pays inferior ones; not a year, a month, a week, or a day;
but all is left to the discretion of the administrator. If this
be strict law, vain indeed is the provision for establishing a
preference in debts, and a penalty on the administrator for
not observing it, since an administrator might have at his
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1800. elbow, a simple contract creditor, ready with his writ andOctober.O declaration, and give him a judgment, the moment he is

Alayo qualified, to swallow up his assets in prejudice of specialty

Bentley. creditors ; and so repeal the law by his authority, which the
court of chancery has repeatedly said not to be within its
own power in the case of legal assets, although different from
its rule in distributing equitable assets.

Is there any instance in which strict law will suffer its
rules and provisions to be eluded by such barefaced subter-
fuge ? The law does not condemn the diligence of a creditor
to gain, nor the aid of an administrator to give him a pre-
ference to all others of equal dignity : But, where such speed
is used for the purpose of defeating a superior creditor of
his legal preference, who has used common and reasonable
diligence to make known and claim his right, it will, as to
him, be considered as a fraud, and will not prevail : and this
distinction appears to me to be not only rational, but estab-
lished by the books in a collective view.

That an administrator, paying a simple contract creditor
without notice of a specialty, shall be protected, is laid down
as a general principle uncontradicted. But surely the rule
itself, placing it on the point of notice, implies that the spe-
cialty creditor must be allowed time and opportunity to give
the notice, in order to preserve his preference : and accord-
ingly, in 1 .Mod. 174, where chief justice Faughan lays
down the rule, he says the executor shall be protected in
paying a simple contract creditor, against a specialty creditor,
unless he had timely notice of the specialty; and this no-
tice must be by action : and is not that the present case pre-
cisely ? It is so, unless we decide, that issuing a writ, in
seven days after an administration, in the county where it
was granted and the administrator lived, was not timely no-
tice by action. As to the service of the writ, the time of
which is not fixed, I hold it immaterial, since it don't appear
to have been intentionally concealed, but duly executed and
returned: and, if personal notice is not sufficient without
action, it would seem to follow, that the commencement of
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the action is sufficient without personal notice ; but here the 1800.October.
action was commenced before Ronald's judgment was ob- -

tained ; and therefore it is strict law against strict law. MayoV0.

Again, in Fitzgib. 76, chief justice Eyre mentions the Bentley.

rule of protection, and gives the reason for it to be, that
otherwise a specialty creditor might ruin the executor by
keeping his bond in his pocket, until all the assets should be
recovered upon simple contracts ; and that there is no incon-
venience in obliging the specialty creditor to give the exe-
cutor notice of his bond. Plainly shewing that the specialty
creditor must be in some fault in giving notice before he is
to lose his preference: of which I can't say an atom appears
in JMlayo ; but, on the contrary, he has used timely and legal
diligence. And what is the conduct of the administrator
which is to protect him in a court of equity? Five days

,after his administration, he is found in another county, for
there a writ is taken out against him, and served, at the suit
of Mr. Ronald a simple contract creditor; and six days af-
terwards, (i. e. 4th March,) he confesses judgment, probably
staying in that county for the purpose, lest returning into his
own county, a writ might be served for some specialty cre-
ditor, before the March Henrico court, and disappoint the
purpose of defeating the law. Is it possible that any ad-
ministrator in his senses, and especially one of Mr. Bentley's
information, could take this trouble, at the risk of paying
this large sum of money out of his own pocket? I think
not: and I have no doubt, but he is indemnified, and that
it is an experiment to give the brother the only chance he
had of getting his debt. It gave him a preference to all
other simple contract creditors, for so far the administrator
had a legal right to prefer him, but could not postpone a
specialty creditor, who had used legal and timely diligence.

Upon this point, however, the court are divided ; and the
decree so far stands, leaving a balance of £ 601. 18. due to
the administrator. Yet the decree is erroneous in directing
a perpetual injunction, instead of permitting the judgment
to be levied of future assets, if any, beyond the sum over-
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1800. paid by the administrator, as may be the case. It is remark-
October.

able, that only £ 18 is credited as received for outstanding
Mayo debts. Is it possible that this gentleman, so considerable a
V,.

Bentley. dealer as to have his whole personal estate swept away in
two or three months to pay his debts to the amount of near

£ 6000, should yet have only £ 18 due to him ? It is rather
probable that his debts were considerable : at any rate, the
decree should have left the judgment open to operate upon
any future assets. To charge the creditor with costs, who

had been guilty of no fault, and was to lose his debt by the

management of the administrator, would be an unusual se-
verity. The whole court concur that the decree is wrong
in the instances last enumerated. It is therefore reversed,
and the following is to be the entry:

" The court is of opinion, that there is error in so much
of the decree of the said high court of chancery as allows
a credit to the nppellee, in his account of administration,
for the judgments obtained by Chancellor H. Saunders,
Samuel H. Saunders, Jeffry Davis, Peter Saunders, and
Robert C. Harrison, amounting together to £414. 17. 11.;
for none of which he ought to be allowed against the appel-
lant's demand, the judgments being entered posterior to that
of the appellant, and some of them upon simple contracts
only. That the judges of this court being equally divided
upon the question whether the judgment obtained by .dn-
drew Ronald is not in the like predicament, the same, pur-
suant to the act of assembly, is to stand as allowed by the
said high court of chancery, provided the justice of that
debt shall be eitablished, which the appellant is to be at
liberty to have enquired into before a commissioner, accord-
ing to the agreement of the parties. This judgment, if es-
tablished, will leave a balance of £ 601. 18. overpaid by
the administrator of his assets; and therefore that the in-
junction ought to stand, at present, against the appellant's
judgment ; but that there is also error in the said decree in
awarding a perpetual injunction to the said judgment, in-
stead of permitting the appellant to proceed thereon, upon
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future assets, if any accrue, beyond the said balance of 1800.
£ 601. 18. ; and that there is also error in awarding the October.

appellant to pay costs. Therefore it is decreed and or- Mayo
dered, that the decree aforesaid be reversed and annulled, Bentley.

and that the appellee pay to the appellant his costs, by him
expended in the prosecution of his appeal aforesaid here ;
and this court proceeding to make such decree as the said
high court of chancery ought to have made ; it is further
decreed and ordered, that, in case the justice of the said
.6lndrew Ronald's debt shall be established as aforesaid, the
appellant be perpetually injoined from levying executions

upon his said judgments at law, except of assets, which
have or shall come to the hands of the administrator, be-
yond those accounted for in the account made up by the
commissioner of the said high court of chancery, and over
and above the said sum of £ 601. 18., which he is allowed
to retain out of such future assets; but if the debt of the
said A/indrew Ronald shall, upon enquiry, be wholly or in
part rejected, that the decree be moulded so as to fit the
event, according to the principles of this decree : and that
the parties bear their own costs in the said court."

FLEMING V. SAUNDERS. 1803.
.April.

The execution must issue to the county where the defendant lives in the
first instance, unless he has removed his effects out of it.

Fleming gave a forthcoming bond to Saunders; on which
the latter made a motion for judgment in the county court
of Goochland. The record states, that the defendant ob-
jected to the motion ; because "the execution, under which

it was taken, issued from this court against the goods and
chattels of William R. Fleming, and dirchibald C. Ran-
dolph his common bail, both of whom live in this county,




